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Manipulation of Blood Clearance to Optimize
Delivery of Residualizing Label-Antibody
Conjugates to Tumor Cells In Vivo
Rhona Stein, David M. Goldenberg, Gaik Lin Ong, Suzanne R. Thorpe and M. Jules Mattes
Garden Stale Cancer Center, Center for Molecular Medicine and Immunology, 520 Belleville Avenue, Belleville, New Jersey;
and Department of Chemistry* and Biochemistry, University of South Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina

We have attempted to improve the therapeutic index of radioimmu-
notherapy by manipulating the blood clearance rate and the catab-
olism of the radiolabel. The general strategy is to allow the antibody
(Ab) to circulate in the blood for 2-3 days, then to clear it rapidly by
a method that delivers the Ab to hepatocytes. In addition, the
radiolabel selected has two key properties: it is a residualizing label
(which is lysosomally trapped after catabolism), so it is retained well
by tumor cells, but is excreted rapidly by hepatocytes into bile.
Methods: In initialexperiments, three residualizingradiolabelswere
tested for their rate of excretion after specific delivery in vivo to either
hepatocytes, via galactosylated Ab, or Kupffer cells, via immune
complexes. A label showing rapid biliary excretion only after delivery
to hepatocytes, 1111n-benzyl-diethylenetriamine tetraacetic acid,

was then used for radioimmunodetection in a protocol of delayed
rapid blood clearance in which clearance was by hepatocytes. This
was achieved by using galactosylated Ab, combined with temporary
inhibition of the asialo-glycoprotein receptor on hepatocytes. Ab
RS11 and the lung adenocarcinoma Calu-3 xenograft in nude mice
were used. Control experiments were performed with a conven
tional 125I label and with 125l-dilactitol-tyramine. Results: Indium-
benzyl-diethylenetriamine tetraacetic acid was identified as a label
that was excreted more rapidly from hepatocytes than from Kupffer
cells, by biliary excretion. Using this radiolabel with delayed rapid
blood clearance, very high tumor/blood ratios were obtained, 166:1
at day 3, but tumor/normal tissue ratios for other tissues were not as
high. There appeared to be some uptake of the radiolabel by all
normal tissues tested, including the lungs and muscle. Dosimetry
calculations suggested that the therapeutic index was no better than
with a simple Ab injection. Conclusion: Antibody catabolism can be
directed towards either hepatocytes or Kupffer cells, and this differ
ence can strongly affect the excretion rate of radiolabels, since only
hepatocytes can excrete degradation products into bile. Processing
will also depend on the particular radiolabel. These factors are
particularly important for protocols involving delayed rapid blood
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clearance, since liver uptake is so rapid. The methods described
should stimulate other approaches of manipulating Ab blood clear
ance and radiolabel catabolism to achieve improved therapeutic
results.

Key Words: antibody localizationto tumors; residualizingradiola
bels; rapid blood clearance of antibodies; antibody catabolism in
liver

J NucÃMed 1997; 38:1392-1400

U se of antibody (Ab)-radioisotope conjugates to specifically

deliver radiation to tumors has been the focus of many exper
imental studies, with some recent encouraging clinical results
(/). The most widely used strategy is the simplest approach;
namely, injecting radiolabeled Abs. However, there are many
possible methods of modifying this basic approach with the aim
of increasing the therapeutic index. For the reasons described
below, we have combined three modifications: (a) induction of
delayed rapid blood clearance of the Ab after 2-3 days of
circulation (slow clearance followed by rapid clearance), (b) use
of a residualizing radiolabel (a label which is trapped within the
cell after catabolism of the Ab to which it was originally
conjugated) and (c) clearance by hepatocytes rather than mac
rophages and Kupffer cells.

Rationale for Delayed Rapid Blood Clearance
The major toxicity resulting from radioimmunotherapy is

myelotoxicity, resulting primarily from the radiation dose
delivered by circulating Ab to the bone marrow. Because Abs
bind specifically at the tumor site, and because blood clearance
of immunoglobulin G (IgG) is quite slow, it seems useful to
induce rapid blood clearance after the tumor has been maxi
mally penetrated by the Ab, which may be expected to take 2-3
days (2,3). This would be particularly advantageous if saturat
ing levels of Ab have been used, since no further binding to the
tumor cells can occur. Delayed rapid blood clearance has been
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achieved by several approaches. The most widely used method
has been a two-step protocol that involves complexation of the
Ab with some type of cross-linking agent, which can be a
second Ab or avidin (if biotinylated Abs are used) (4-7). A
second approach is to use galactosylated Abs (gal-Abs) in
combination with asialo-bovine submaxillary mucin (asialo-
BSM) (8). In this case, the gal-Ab would normally be rapidly
cleared from the blood by the hepatic asialoglycoprotein
(ASGP) receptor, but this uptake can be blocked temporarily by
the injection of competitive inhibitors that bind to the ASGP
receptor, such as asialo-BSM. A third approach is extracorpo-
real immunoadsorption (9), which is the simplest in theory and
avoids many of the problems discussed below, but is cumber
some in practice.

Rationale for Use of a Residualizing Radio-label
It has been found that when a two-phase clearance system is

used, Ab localized at the tumor site also decreases substantially
after the Ab is cleared from the blood (4,5,7-9). This factor
limits the effectiveness of this approach. Such loss of bound Ab
can be attributed to three factors: (a) removal of unbound,
circulating Ab from the blood and interstitial fluid within the
tumor; (b) dissociation of bound Ab; and (c) internalization and
catabolism of bound Ab, with release from the cell of catabolic
products. This third factor can be circumvented by the use of
"residualizing" radiolabels (10,11). We have recently described

a nude mouse xenograft model system, Ab RS11 localizing to
the human lung carcinoma Calu-3, in which the use of residu
alizing radiolabels (without a two-phase clearance) provided a
large advantage for radioimmunotherapy (77). Thus, it seems
logical to combine the use of a residualizing label with
two-phase clearance.

Rationale for Use of a Clearance Mechanism that
Selectively Delivers Abs to Hepatocytes

A factor that limits the value of residualizing labels is that
these labels are also retained in any cells that take up the Ab by
normal metabolic processes. Thus, we demonstrated that the
liver, spleen and kidney have some tendency to accumulate
residualizing labels (11). This factor would be expected to
become especially prominent if a rapid clearance mechanism is
used, since Ab cleared from the blood must be distributed
elsewhere. In fact, all of the mechanisms used for rapid blood
clearance (except for extracorporeal immunoadsorption) deliver
the Ab efficiently and selectively to the liver and, in some cases,
the spleen. In an effort to reduce the magnitude of this effect,
we took the following approach. Among cells in vivo, hepato-
cytes have one unique property; namely, being capable of
directly delivering catabolic products into the bile. Indeed, it
has been suggested that undigestible material within lysosomes
of hepatocytes is eliminated into bile by exocytosis (12,13). Of
the methods used for rapid blood clearance, only one, the use of
gal-Abs and inhibitors of the ASGP receptor, delivers the Ab
selectively to the hepatocytes. In contrast, complexation meth
ods would tend to deliver the labeled Ab to Kupffer cells
(14,15) (some "hybrid" methods are described in the Discus

sion). Accordingly, initial experiments were set up to select a
label that is excreted more efficiently by hepatocytes than by
Kupffer cells. Previous investigations by Arano et al. demon
strated that certain labels are in fact catabolized and excreted
more rapidly by hepatocytes than by Kupffer cells (16,17). A
major purpose of this study was to test the radiolabels available
to us in this respect, and a major conclusion is that ' "in-benzyl-
diethylenetriamine tetraacetic acid (benzyl-DTPA) does in fact
have the desired property.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Antibodies and Cell Lines
Mouse monoclonal antibodies RS11, MA 103 and TA99 were

described previously (2,77). RS11 reacts with the integral cell
surface glycoprotein EGP-2 (18). Chimeric LL2 is a human/mouse
hybrid Ab that has been described (79), and hLL2 is a humanized
mouse monoclonal antibody that retains only the hypervariable
regions of the original mouse Ab (20). Rabbit anti-human IgG (no.
55008) was purchased from Cappell Laboratories (Cochranville,
PA). Calu-3 is a human nonsmall cell long carcinoma cell line and
was cultured as described (77).

Radio-labeling,Galactose Conjugation and Formation oÃ
Immune Complexes

Either sodium I25I or I3II was used, as indicated in the text.

Methods have been described for labeling Ab with iodine by a
conventional chloramine-T procedure (8), with I-dilactitol tyra-
mine (DLT) (77), with I-5-([4,6-dichlorotriazin-2-yl]amino)fluo-
rescein (DTAF) (27) and with "'in-isothiocyanate-benzyl-DTPA

(77). The method for galactose conjugation was also described
previously (8). To form immune complexes, the radiolabeled
humanized Ab (either chimeric or fully humanized) was incubated
with a 100-fold molar excess of rabbit anti-human IgG and
incubated 1 hr at room temperature before injection into mice.
Complexes were analyzed by gel filtration HPLC, and >90% of
the counts per minute (cpm) were in large complexes.

Biodistribution Experiments in Normal Mice
CF1 outbred female mice, 2-5 mo of age, were intravenously

injected with IO6 cpm in 0.3 ml into the suborbital plexus of the

eye. The galactosylated Ab used was either TA99 or MA 103, both
IgG2as, which were used interchangeably and produced identical
results. At various times mice were bled into preweighed tubes and
killed. The entire liver, spleen, small intestine, large intestine and
one kidney were collected. The intestines were collected together
with their contents. Kidney data were multiplied by two to obtain
cpm per organ. The total blood weight was assumed to be 7.4% of
the total mouse weight. In preliminary experiments, the time of
peak liver uptake was determined, and this was used for the first
time point. This was 5 min for galactose conjugates and 15 min for
immune complexes. In some experiments, mice were housed in
metabolism cages lined with absorbent paper and the dried feces
collected and counted.

Radioimmunodetection Experiments in Tumor-Bearing
Nude Mice

Female outbred nude mice were injected subcutaneously with
2 X IO7 Calu-3 cells, as described (77). When tumors were
approximately 0.3-0.5 cm in diameter, the mice were injected

intraperitoneally with radiolabeled galactosylated RS11, together
with 25 mg asialo-BSM. Asialo-BSM was prepared by desialylat-
ing BSM as described (8). The mice were injected with 2-3
additional doses of 25 mg asialo-BSM, at intervals of 8-12 hr, to
block the ASGP receptor for 2-3 days, as described (8). At various

times, mice were bled and killed, and organs were collected and
counted for radioactivity. Dosimetry was calculated as described
(77).

RESULTS

Identification of a Residualizing Radiolabel Catabolized
and Excreted more Rapidly by Hepatocytes than by
Kupffer Cells

There were two reasons for identifying a label with this
property. First, of the methods that have been used to induce
rapid blood clearance of Abs, some deliver the Ab to hepato
cytes and others to Kupffer cells and macrophages. Thus, the
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FIGURE 1. Biodistribution of radiola-
beled Abs injected as either galactose
conjugates (left panels) or immune
complexes (right panels). The labels
used were conventional iodine (oxida
tive), 111ln-DTPA, 125I-DLT or 125I-

DTAF, as indicated. The tissues exam
ined were the blood, liver, spleen,
kidneys, small intestine and large intes
tine. The entire organs were collected
and counted for radioactivity. The total
cpm in blood was calculated on the
basis that blood constitutes 7.4% of
body weight. (â€¢),liver; (O), blood; (â€¢),
spleen; (A), kidneys; (A), small intestine;
(D), large intestine. Means Â±s.d. are
shown for two experiments, each in
cluding three mice. Intra-experiment

variation was less than interexperiment
variation. Any s.d. not seen are too
small to be visible above the symbols.
Symbols not seen indicate that such
organs contained <1.0% of the in
jected dose.

basic issue is whether one of these cell types is more efficient
than the other in disposing of the cleared label. Second,
considering that the hepatocyte is the only cell in the body that
can deliver catabolic products to bile, we considered that
Kupffer cells were likely to be more similar to tumor cells in
their handling of lysosomally trapped material, although tumor
cells may not be exactly the same as Kupffer cells in this regard.

Four radiolabels were tested after conjugation to IgG;
namely, two residualizing labels ("'in-DTP A and I25I-DLT),
one label that has shown partial retention within cells (125I-

DTAF) (27) and a conventional oxidative iodine label, for
comparison. These were injected in two forms, either galacto-
sylated (for delivery to hepatocytes) or in immune complexes
(for delivery to Kupffer cells and macrophages) in normal mice.
The biodistribution at various time points was determined by
sacrificing successive groups of mice, and the results are

summarized in Figures 1-3. Although our primary interest was

in the processing of radiolabels by the liver, we also examined
the blood, spleen, kidney, small intestine and large intestine.
The cpm present in these other organs were generally very low
compared with the cpm in the liver, but some interesting
patterns were apparent. The radioactivity in the blood was
assayed in order to confirm rapid clearance from the blood. The
first time point was selected to be the time at which liver cpm
were at the peak, as determined in preliminary experiments: for
galactosylated Abs, this was 5 min after injection; for immune
complexes, 15 min after injection.

Blood clearance was significantly faster with the galactosy
lated Abs than with the immune complexes but was sufficiently
fast with immune complexes for the purpose of these experi
ments. The spleen displayed considerable uptake of immune
complexes, as expected, although much less than the liver.
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FIGURE 2. Cumulative fecal excretion of radiolabeled Abs injected as either
galactose conjugates (closed symbols) or immune complexes (open sym
bols). Feces were collected in one of the experiments described in Figure 1
for each radiolabel. The radiolabels used were: triangles, conventional
iodination; circles, indium-DTPA; squares, iodine-DLT; inverted triangles,
iodine-DTAF.

However, cpm taken up by the spleen, in marked contrast to
cpm taken up by the liver, were catabolized very slowly.
Therefore, for the rapidly excreted radiolabel, conventional
iodine, the spleen contained more cpm than the liver at 24 hr
and later time points (Fig. IB). The prolonged retention of
immune complexes in the spleen in a noncatabolic compartment
has been described (7,22). Residualizing labels were not re
tained much longer by the spleen than conventional iodine,
indicating that the rate of excretion of catabolic products is not
the limiting factor for spleen retention. Cpm in the intestines
appeared to give a clear indication of biliary excretion, even
though the level of cpm present in these organs at any one time
was low. We note that the entire small and large intestine was
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RGURE 3. Livercatabolism of radiolabeled Abs injected as either galactose
conjugates (closed symbols) or immune complexes (open symbols). These
data are from the same experiments as Figure 1 but are compiled to display
differences in liver processing. Symbols are described in the Figure 2 legend.
Means Â±s.d. are shown for two experiments, each including three mice.
Intra-experiment variation was less than interexperiment variation. Any s.d.

not seen are too small to be visible above the symbols.

collected, including the contents. The peak cpm level in the
small intestine and in the large intestine was at 3 hr (Fig.
1C,E,G, H). With the residualizing labels indium-DTPA and
iodine-DLT, significant cpm in the intestines were seen only
with the galactose conjugates and not with immune complexes.
In contrast, iodine-DTAF was detected in the intestines when

injected in either form. These results were entirely consistent
with results obtained from analysis of feces, collected in the
same experiments, as described below. Significant kidney
uptake was detected only for iodine-DLT and was essentially
the same independent of the form in which the radiolabel was
injected. These results also are consistent with other evidence
that DLT is excreted by urine rather than bile (23).

Figure 2 displays data obtained by analysis of the feces
collected in the same experiments. This figure demonstrates
large differences in fecal cpm, an indication of biliary excretion.
In particular, the two residualizing labels, indium-DTPA and
iodine-DLT, show marked differences in biliary excretion,
although in many previous in vitro and in vivo experiments
these two labels have appeared to be identical (11,24). With
indium-DTPA, by day 6, 81% of the cpm from galactose

conjugates was excreted in bile, compared with only 14% after
injection of immune complexes. In contrast, with the iodine-
DLT label, only 26% of the galactose conjugate was excreted
by bile. The conventional iodine label did not collect in bile
with either form of injection, and the iodine DTAF label was
excreted largely in bile regardless of the form injected. Thus,
with iodine-DTAF immune complexes, 40% was excreted in

feces in 6 days, which was only 13% less than the amount
excreted by an iodine-DTAF-galactose-Ab conjugate. These

results with DTAF therefore demonstrate that, for labels with an
affinity for biliary excretion, delivery directly to hepatocytes is
not required, and degradation products of proteins catabolized
in Kupffer cells can be efficiently delivered to bile, after release
from the Kupffer cell.

Figure 3 is a compilation of the liver data from the same
experiments and displays more clearly the difference between
radiolabels. One interesting point is that, with the conventional
iodine label, immune complexes were catabolized and excreted
much faster than galactose conjugates. The liver clearance
half-life was only 4.4 hr (r coefficient 0.999) for the conven
tional 125I-immune complexes and 17.4 hr (r coefficient 0.995)
for the conventional 125I-gal-Ab. This is the opposite of the
"desired" results in these experiments but may be useful for

some purposes. Our experiments do not distinguish between the
rates of internalization and the rates of catabolism and release of
degradation products; however, it is known that internalization
by the ASGP receptor is very fast, so it seems most likely that
differences in catabolic rate are responsible for the differences
observed in the processing of the conventional iodine label. Our
purpose was to identify labels that were catabolized more
rapidly by hepatocytes than by Kupffer cells, and of the four
labels tested, only indium-DTPA had this property. At day 6,

the liver retention was only 2.3% of the injected dose of the
galactose conjugate (liver clearance half-life 28.2 hr with r
coefficient 0.995) and was 5.3-fold higher with immune com
plexes (liver clearance half-life 57.6 hr with r coefficient 0.986).
In contrast, with iodine-DLT and iodine-DTAF, the form of Ab

injected had little effect on liver retention. Furthermore, in
dium-DTPA was retained longer in Kupffer cells than any of
the other radiolabels tested. Based on these results, indium-

DTPA was selected for the tumor localization experiments
described below.
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FIGURE 4. Biodistributionof radiolabeled gal-RS11 in nude mice bearing
Calu-3 lung carcinoma xenografts subcutaneously. The %ID/g of tissue is
shown. The Ab was labeled as indicated. "chl-T' indicates a conventional

iodination with chloramine-T. The DLT and chl-T labels were tested in the
same experiment using oxidative 125Iand 131I-DLT. Mice were coinjected
with asialo-BSM to temporarily block the ASGP receptor; in the indium-DTPA
experiment, mice were given three injections of asialo-BSM, while four

injections were given in the experiments with the other two labels, always at
intervals of 8-12 hr. Tissues shown are: (â€¢),Calu-3; (O), liver; (â€¢),spleen; (D),
kidney; (A), lungs; (A), blood; (0), muscle. Means of five animals per group
are shown; s.d. are omitted for clarity.

lndium-111-DTPA as an Ab Label for
Radioimmunodetection in Conjunction with Delayed Rapid
Blood Clearance by Hepatocytes

The results described above demonstrate that indium-DTPA
has the desired property of biliary excretion from hepatocytes
and more rapid catabolism by hepatocytes than by Kupffer
cells. Previous studies demonstrated that this label was retained
well by the Calu-3 tumor in an in vivo nude mouse model
system (//), using Ab RSI 1. Thus, this system seemed ideal to
investigate the advantage of delayed rapid blood clearance by
the ASGP receptor combined with a residualizing radiolabel.
Tumor-bearing mice were injected with galactosylated '"in-

DTPA-RS11 and simultaneously with a large dose of asialo-
BSM. Two additional injections of asialo-BSM were adminis
tered over the next 24 hr to effectively block the ASGP
receptor. After the asialo-BSM was consumed, the galactosy
lated Ab was cleared efficiently from the blood. At various time
points, groups of mice were killed, and the biodistribution of
radiolabel determined. While our prediction was that indium-
DTPA was the optimal label for this purpose, the same
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FIGURE 5. Biodistributionof radiolabeled gal-RS11 in nude mice bearing
Calu-3 lung carcinoma xenografts subcutaneously. The tumor/nontumor

ratios are shown. Other details are described in the Figure 4 legend. Because
the tumor/blood ratios are so high, results for other tissues cannot be seen
and are therefore shown in Figure 6 with a different scale on the y-axis.

experiment was performed with a conventional iodine label and
with iodine-DLT, for comparative purposes and to see if the
differences predicted, based on the above data, would in fact
occur. These experiments with the iodine labels included an
additional, fourth, injection of asialo-BSM, to delay clearance
for approximately an additional 12 hr. The slightly earlier
clearance was considered to be an advantage for the " ' In-label

due to its short half-life, 2.8 days, although this change had no
detectable effect on the results. Results are shown in Figures
4â€”6,which display the %ID/g and the tumor/nontumor ratios.

Blood levels were generally as expected, with substantial
blood levels for 2 days, followed by rapid clearance. At day 3,
blood levels were <0.1% of the injected dose per gram of
blood. However, it should be noted that the blood Ab concen
tration was considerably lower than that obtained with a
nongalactosylated Ab. For example, in the previous study with
DTPA-RS11, the mean blood levels were 11.6% at 1 day and
9.3% at 3 days, whereas in this study with DTPA-gal-RS 11 the
blood levels were 6.0% at 1 day and 1.7% at 2 days. This result
indicates that hepatic uptake of the gal-Ab was not completely
blocked by the asialo-BSM, which was also observed previ
ously (8), and that is not unexpected, since the asialo-BSM is a
competitive inhibitor for the ASGP receptor and cannot com
pletely block uptake of gal-Abs.

The slight increase in the blood level from 24 to 48 hr with
the DLT label and, to a lesser extent, with the chloramine T
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FIGURE 6. Biodistribution of radiolabeled gal-RS11 in nude mice bearing
Calu-3 lung carcinoma xenografts subcutaneously. This is the same exper
iment as shown in Figure 5, with a different scale on the y-axis. The data for
blood are shown only for the conventional iodine label, since the blood ratios
obtained with the other two labels are off-scale. Although tumor/nontumor
ratios are relatively high with the conventional chl-T iodine label, especially for

the spleen and kidney, it should be noted that the absolute uptake in the
tumor of this label is much less than with the two residualizing labels, as
shown in Figure 4.

label, would not be expected, and can be attributed to an
experimental artifact. The explanation is that the 24-hr mice
were collected without injection of the third dose of asialo-
BSM, since they were to be killed at the same time as this
injection, but they were inadvertently killed 1-2 hr late. In these
mice, the inhibitor asialo-BSM from the two earlier injections
was just depleted at this time, and thus significant Ab was
cleared from the blood during this 1-2 hr interval. Accordingly,
the true blood level at 24 hr is somewhat greater than that
shown in Figure 4. This factor explains the small peak in the
DLT blood curve at 24 hr in Figure 5 (top), and also probably
contributes to the 24-hr peak in the DLT curves in Figure 6
(bottom), but does not substantially affect the overall shape of
the curves, and only the 24-hr time point is affected.

Figures 4 and 5 show that the use of residualizing labels, both
indium-DTPA and iodine-DLT, provides a large advantage in
this tumor/Ab system, as shown previously in experiments with
a simple injection of nongalactosylated Ab (//). The absolute
amount of Ab in the tumor was lower than in the previous
experiments due to the fact that the blood level of the Ab was
not as high over the first 2 days, as noted above. Very high
tumor/blood ratios were obtained, 166:1 with indium DTPA at

50 100 150
Hours post injection

FIGURE 7. Comparison of residualizing labels Â¡ndium-DTPAor iodine-DLT
with a conventional iodine label. The y-axis shows the ratio (tumor/nontumor
ratio with a residualizing label)/(tumor/nontumor ratio with a chloramine-T
label). The experiments are the same as described in Figures 4-6, and the
symbols are as shown in the Figure 4 legend. The blood is not included
because the values would be off-scale but are described in the text.

72 hr and 92:1 with DLT at 168 hr. However, such high
tumor/normal tissue ratios were not obtained for the other
organs tested, the liver, spleen, kidney, lungs and muscle. Due
to the very high ratios obtained for the blood, the results with
other tissues cannot be clearly seen in Figure 5. Therefore,
Figure 6 shows results for tissues other than the blood. To show
more clearly the effect of the residualizing label. Figure 7 is a
plot of the ratio, (tumor/nontumor ratio with a residualizing
label)/(tumor/nontumor ratio with a conventional iodine label).
This graph clearly shows the distinction between the tissues that
gain from use of a residualizing label, the lungs and muscle, and
those which do not gain, the liver, spleen and kidneys. How
ever, even for the lungs and muscle, the advantage of the
residualizing labels is much less than for the blood. For the
blood, this ratio would reach 33:1 for DTPA and 13:1 for DLT.

A basic question is whether the various radiolabels are
cleared from normal tissue as efficiently as from blood. If not,
this implies that the labels were retained, in some form, within
the tissues. Several mechanisms of retention are possible, but if
residualizing labels are retained more than nonresidualizing
labels, this would strongly suggest that the labeled Abs were
internalized and catabolized by the cells. Figure 5 strongly
suggests that clearance of the residualizing labels from normal
tissues is much less efficient than from the blood, but Table 1
summarizes the data that are directly relevant to this question,
from the same experiment. This table shows the ratio of the (%
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TABLE 1
Comparison of gal-Ab Clearance from Tissues and Blood

Tissue/blood ratio of % injected dose/g

Label Time Calu-3 Liver Spleen Kidney Lungs Muscle

125|DLTDTPADay 2Day
3Day
2Day
3Day
2Day

31.505.595.2839.776.64145.400.501.291.8026.624.5870.400.310.650.7420.691.8329.200.340.711.0712.311.0317.600.591.240.735.691.0310.800.491.760.758.690.4718.80

In these experiments, the Ab was cleared rapidly from the blood on days 2-3, so by day 3 the blood level was <0.1% injected dose/g. The radiolabels
used were conventional 1251,125I-DLTand 1"ln-DTPA.

injected dose/g of tissue)/(% injected dose/g of blood) at days 2
and 3, the time during which efficient blood clearance occurred.
As shown, this ratio increased greatly over this time period for
all normal tissues with residualizing labels, while the increase
was much less with a conventional iodine label. This is not
surprising for the liver and kidney, since these are directly
involved in the catabolism occurring, but note that a similar
effect occurred for the lungs and muscle. We conclude, there
fore, that some of the label appears to be internalized and
catabolized by cells in all normal tissues tested.

Since one of the expected advantages of the indium-DTPA
label, as explained in the first part of this paper, is due to its
biliary excretion, it is interesting to examine the tumor/liver
ratio with indium-DTPA in comparison with iodine-DLT,

which is not excreted in bile. As shown in Figure 6, the
tumor/liver ratio with indium-DTPA increased from 72 hr to
168 hr, whereas tumor/normal tissue ratios decreased for all
other organs tested. Furthermore, this increase in the tumor/
liver ratio did not occur with the DLT label, as predicted. This
improvement in the tumor/liver ratio with indium-DTPA, but
not with DLT, is also displayed in Figure 7. However, the
magnitude of this effect is small compared with the other
processes occurring.

Dosimetry calculations were performed to evaluate the
method described in comparison with simple injection of
nongalactosylated '"in-DTPA-RSll, which was previously

tested (//). When normalized to a 1,500 cGy dose to blood, the
tumor dose, in the experiment described above, would be 2,880
cGy, or 1.9 X the blood dose, with a 90Y label, assuming that

the biodistribution of yttrium and indium is the same. In
comparison, using a simple injection of 88Y-DTPA-RS11, the

tumor radiation dose was calculated to be 2.9 X the blood dose.
A major difference between the two experiments is the total
injected dose localizing to the tumor, which peaked at 12.6%
injected dose/g here but reached 43.2% in the earlier experi
ments. This difference can be attributed to the lower level of
circulating Ab in the experiments described here and clearly
constitutes a disadvantage of this approach.

DISCUSSION
The experiments reported here were designed to investigate

some of the possible manipulations that can be performed to
optimize radioimmunotherapy (RAIT). Very high tumor/blood
ratios were obtained, 166:1 at 72 hr, which is > 10-fold higher
than the highest tumor/blood ratio observed in previous exper
iments using a simple Ab injection. Therefore, this approach
may be useful for certain purposes. However, the studies
described here have not resulted in an improved therapeutic
ratio, at least as judged by dosimetry calculations. The reason
that these high tumor/blood ratios do not translate into an

improved therapeutic ratio is because blood clearance is much
faster with the new method, so a much smaller fraction of the
injected dose reaches the tumor at all time points. Clearly, the
high tumor/nontumor ratios are due to the fact that blood levels
are very low. In any type of Ab therapy, the initial tumor/blood
localization ratios are low, since it takes some time for the Ab
to exit the vascular space and reach the antigens on the tumor
cells. This represents an unavoidable starting disadvantage,
which must be overcome by the later accumulation of Ab in the
tumor, coupled with clearance from the blood. It is useful to
more specifically compare these results with previous data
obtained with directly labeled Ab (//), in the same experimen
tal system, with DTPA-RS11. At the 24 hr time point, the mean

tumor/blood ratios were similar (2.7 versus 2.5). However, the
mean % injected dose/g (%ID/g) was reduced 2.2-fold (12.6%
versus 28.2%). At day 3, although the mean tumor/blood ratio
was dramatically increased (166.4 versus 4.4), the %ID/g in
tumor was reduced fivefold (7.3% versus 40.5%). The dosim
etry calculations indicated that the high tumor/blood ratios at
later time points did not overcome the disadvantage of these
relatively low values of tumor Ab accretion.

We would emphasize three major conclusions from these
data. First, the data demonstrate a marked difference between
the two residualizing labels '"in-DTPA and I25I-DLT. This is

important, because in all previous studies, in vitro and in vivo,
these labels appeared to be processed identically. The difference
is in biliary excretion from hepatocytes, which is the major
route of excretion for indium-DTPA delivered to hepatocytes.
Similar differences between residualizing labels have been
described, although the labels used by other investigators were
different. For example, Strobel et al. described differences
between two forms of DLT, differing in the method of conju
gation to protein: cyanuric chloride conjugates showed more
biliary excretion than conjugates prepared by reductive amina-
tion (23). Arano et al. described differences between protein
conjugates of isothiocyanato-benzyl-ethylenediaminetetraac-
etate (EDTA) and the cyclic anhydride of DTPA (16) and also
differences between two types of benzyl-EDTA conjugates
(77). Their studies also investigated differences between hepa
tocytes and Kupffer cells, although using a different delivery
method for Kupffer cells, the mannose receptor. Their data
suggest that benzyl-EDTA may be an excellent label for the
approach described here, since it was very rapidly excreted
from hepatocytes, whereas it was retained much longer by
Kupffer cells. It has not yet been determined whether benzyl-
EDTA is retained within tumor cells in vitro as well as
benzyl-DTPA (although this seems likely).

The study by Arano et al. provides many interesting compar
isons with our data (16). The DTPA conjugate used by these
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investigators, unlike our DTPA conjugates, showed similar
retention in both hepatocytes and Kupffer cells; this may be due
to the different conjugates used, with Arano et al. using direct
conjugation of the cyclic anhydride, compared with our use of
the isothiocyanato-benzyl-DTPA conjugate. Indeed, the results
of Arano et al. with benzyl-EDTA are quite similar to our
results with benzyl-DTPA, in that excretion from hepatocytes
was much faster than excretion from Kupffer cells. An apparent
difference is that the excretion of the benzyl-EDTA conjugates
seemed much faster than the excretion of benzyl-DTPA conju
gates described here. However, we would suggest that most or
all of this difference may be attributed to the different proteins
used in the conjugates: albumin compared with IgG2a. From
results with conventional iodine labels, it is clear that different
proteins are catabolized by hepatocytes at different rates, and
IgG is catabolized relatively slowly. For example, in our
previous experiments, hepatocyte catabolism of asialo-fetuin
was very rapid, with >95% excretion from the liver within 1 hr.
In contrast, with conventional 125I-IgG, 45% of the cpm were

still present in the liver at 3 hr, as shown here. Although
speculative, these data suggest that the catabolic rate of various
proteins within lysosomes also can have a significant impact on
the excretion rate from the liver. We conclude that benzyl-
DTPA and benzyl-EDTA are similar in their processing behav
ior, and proof of any differences between them will require
direct comparisons.

The difference between hepatocyte excretion of DTPA and
DLT suggests that there is an important aspect of the metabo
lism of these residualizing labels that is not currently under
stood. That is, if delivery of DTPA from lysosomes to bile
occurs by exocytosis (12,13), and if DLT is trapped within
lysosomes together with DTPA, than DLT should also be
excreted in bile. Further experiments are required to explain this
apparent anomaly. The possible explanations are: (a) DLT is
excreted into bile, but is rapidly reabsorbed, so that it is never
detected in the bile or the intestines (as is DTPA); (b) DLT is
trapped primarily in the cytoplasm rather than within lyso
somes, but if this were true, it would be expected that retention
of DLT within cells would be less efficient than retention of
DTPA, which does not appear to be the case (24) (but see
below); or (c) both DTPA and DLT are primarily trapped within
the cytoplasm, rather than in lysosomes, and DTPA is selec
tively transported into bile.

Another, less dramatic difference between DTPA and DLT
was also observed in their retention by Kupffer cells after
delivery as immune complexes: DTPA was retained signifi
cantly longer than DLT (Fig. 3). As noted above, the retention
of these two radiolabels has previously been identical, in a
variety of tumor cell lines in vitro and in Calu-3 lung carcinoma
cells in vivo. Possibly, the relative handling of the two labels is
dependent on the particular cell type, but further experiments
are required to investigate this possibility.

The second major conclusion is that radiolabels may be
processed very differently by hepatocytes and Kupffer cells
and, therefore, the effect of delayed rapid blood clearance will
be dependent on the mechanism of rapid clearance used. This
difference is shown clearly by the DTPA results and was
demonstrated previously by Arano et al. with different radiola
bels (16).

The third conclusion is that two-phase blood clearance by the
ASGP receptor produces very high tumor/blood ratios (since
clearance from blood is very efficient) but does not produce
equally high tumor/normal tissue ratios for other organs when
residualizing labels are used. The data suggest that the radiola
bels are retained intracellularly. This is as expected for the liver,

spleen and kidney, but why should the muscle and lungs
internalize circulating Ab? Because this was not seen with
nongalactosylated Ab (//), it appears that uptake by lungs and
muscle is due to recognition of galactose. Although this
possibility is speculative at this time, it is consistent with the
fact that galactose-binding lectins are present in many animal
tissues (25-27). Since the inhibitor we use to block the ASGP
receptor, asialo-BSM (the most avid ligand known for the
ASGP receptor), contains galactosamine rather than galactose,
it is possible that it does not efficiently block all galactose-
binding receptors.

Having realized that, with the approach used here, residual
izing labels accumulate in all normal cells, including muscle
and lung, we can begin to develop methods of circumventing
this problem. Since a large fraction of bound Ab remains on the
surface of tumor cells (28), but is likely to be rapidly internal
ized by other cells (29), it may be possible to exploit this
difference. For example, there is currently much interest in
pretargeting strategies, in which a small radiolabeled molecule
(such as In-DTPA-biotin) is injected after an appropriate Ab
conjugate (such as Ab-streptavidin) is bound to the tumor and
cleared from the blood. In this approach the labeled ligand will
bind only to the Ab present on the cell surface but not to
internalized Ab. Thus, this approach would fit well with the
strategy described here, and experiments in this direction are in
progress.

A difficulty encountered in these experiments is that the
galactosylated Abs were always cleared much more rapidly
than control Abs. For this reason, the absolute tumor uptake of
the gal-Abs was always much less than the maximum uptake of
a control Ab. As noted above, there are two possible explana
tions for this: (a) inhibition of the ASGP receptor is not
complete and (b) gal-Abs are taken up by other galactose-
binding receptors. Development of more efficient methods of
inhibiting the ASGP receptor are possible, for example, by
using antibodies to the ASGP receptor that might function as
irreversible inhibitors. Another approach is to combine the two
major strategies of delayed rapid blood clearance, as described
in the Introduction, by using a galactosylated cross-linking
reagent, an approach developed by Bagshaw and collaborators
(30). Although cross linking normally sends the complexes to
Kupffer cells, it seems likely that a galactosylated cross-linking
agent would tend to deliver the complexes to hepatocytes. This
was demonstrated by Marshall et al. (7), using galactosylated
streptavidin as a clearing agent for biotinylated Abs; complexes
produced by control streptavidin, in contrast, were deposited in
Kupffer cells. When complexes are formed with a galactosy
lated second Ab, these will be recognized by macrophages/
Kupffer cells by Fc receptors but will also be recognized by the
ASGP receptor on hepatocytes. Which of these receptors will
dominate is difficult to predict, and may depend on the exact
conditions, but can be investigated by using some of the results
described here. For example, with an indium-DTPA label,
excretion by bile would indicate uptake by hepatocytes,
whereas excretion by urine would indicate uptake by Kupffer
cells.

It would seem feasible to perform similar experiments in
humans, although clearly large amounts of asialo-BSM, or other
suitable inhibitor, would be required. The possibility of toxicity
resulting from this approach was previously discussed (8); we
have not observed evidence of toxicity in mice (8), and there is
no reason to suspect that toxicity would be greater in man.
Considering that bovine and ovine submaxillary glands are the
source of the best-known inhibitors, there would seem to be an
abundant supply. The experiments described here should be
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considered initial investigations on ways of manipulating blood
clearance and catabolism of the radiolabel. Further studies in
this direction will, we believe, lead to the desired goal of
maximizing tumor uptake, while minimizing uptake by normal
tissues.

CONCLUSION
While various residualizing radiolabels are retained similarly

within tumor cells, they can differ markedly in the extent to
which they are excreted by hepatocytes into bile. We used a
radiolabel, '"in-benzyl-DTPA, which is rapidly excreted by

hepatocytes, as an Ab label, in conjunction with a delayed rapid
blood clearance method that delivers the Ab efficiently to
hepatocytes. The very high tumor/blood localization ratios
obtained were not matched by other high tumor/normal tissue
ratios, but the results are encouraging for further development
of this approach.
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